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Abstract
Split hybrid nouns in Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian display two sets of interesting prop-
erties: they can bear both natural and grammatical gender, and which gender par-
ticipates in agreement depends on the number of the noun. While in the singular
they invariably trigger natural (masculine) agreement, optionality between mascu-
line and (grammatical) feminine obtains in the plural. Such nouns pose two theo-
retical challenges: (i) Agree must be able to operate on two kinds of gender and (ii)
gender must be allowed to interact with number. Previous accounts propose com-
plex mapping between semantic, syntactic and class features, but ultimately cannot
derive the obligatoriness of natural agreement in the singular and optionality in the
plural in a uni�ed way. I provide a Minimalist analysis of hybrid nouns’ agreement,
combining the formal tools of feature hierarchies and relativized probing, which
derive the obligatoriness of natural gender in the singular, and Cyclic Agree, with
di�erent orders of application of Agree operations, which derives the optionality as
intervention e�ects.
Keywords: gender, number, feature geometry, relativized probing, order of opera-
tions, opacity

1 Introduction and Overview
�e focus of this paper are gender and number agreement patterns on di�erent agreement targets

in Bosnian/Croatian/Serbian (henceforth: BCS).�is language has a mixed-gender system, i.e.

a system with both natural and grammatical gender. Certain agreement patterns notably reveal

that both kinds of gender can be found on the same noun, as a given noun may trigger gram-

matical gender agreement in some contexts and natural gender agreement in others. Even more

curiously, this distinction is systematically conditioned by the number marking on the noun. An

illustration of the phenomenon in BCS comes from so-called split hybrid nouns (Corbett 2015),
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which bear natural masculine gender but are grammatically feminine. Unlike with other hybrid

nouns, agreement alternations between grammatical and natural gender with split hybrid nouns

occur only in the plural. In particular, while they consistently trigger masculine (natural gen-

der) agreement in the singular, as shown by (1a-b), in the plural they can trigger either feminine

(grammatical gender) agreement, as in (1c), or masculine, as illustrated in (1d).

(1) a. Star-i
old-msg

vladika

bishop

me

me

je

is

juče

yesterday

posetio-∅.

visit.prt-msg

‘�e old bishop visited me yesterday.’

b. *Star-a
old-fsg

vladika

bishop

me

me

je

is

juče

yesterday

posetil-a.
visit.prt-fsg

‘�e old bishop visited me yesterday.’

c. Star-e
old-fpl

vladike

bishop.pl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-e.
visit.prt-fpl

‘�e old bishops visited me yesterday.’

d. Star-i
old-mpl

vladike

bishop.pl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-i.
visit.prt-mpl

‘�e old bishops visited me yesterday.’

�e agreement patterns of split hybrid nouns in (1) show two interesting properties. (i) Agree-

ment can re�ect either natural or grammatical gender on the noun, and (ii) the choice of natural

vs. grammatical gender agreement is conditioned by di�erences in number marking. �is has

not gone unnoticed even in traditional grammars (Stevanović 1989; Stanojčić and Popović 1992),

as well as in some recent work, for instance Corbett 2010, 2015. However formal literature so

far (Corbett 2010; Wechsler and Zlatić 2000, 2003; Alsina and Arsenijević 2012a,b; Despić 2017)
has not provided an explanation in terms of a concrete agreement mechanism that consistently

derives the patterns.�ese patterns raise important empirical and theoretical questions such as

what enforces the obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular, while allowing for

optionality only in the plural and what the agreement patterns of these nouns reveal about the

structure of nominals and agreement mechanisms in general in BCS, and languages with similar

mixed gender assignment systems.�e goal of this paper is to tackle these issues by investigating

the complex interplay of number and gender agreement in BCS in detail.

I will argue that the obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular and optionality in

the plural are a result of a single underlying syntactic mechanism of agreement, which essentially

involves cyclicity and intervention e�ects caused by plural number. I propose that natural gender

is present on a lower functional projection than the grammatical gender, with the plural number

feature being projected in between them.�is intervening position, I argue, is partly responsible

for triggering the gender agreement optionality in the plural. Additionally, I utilize the feature

geometry approach (Harley and Ritter 2002) to analyze natural gender as featurally more com-

plex than grammatical gender. Such complex gender is then taken to be the preferred goal for the

gender probe and this preference will be modeled under the relativized probing approach (Béjar

and Řezáč 2009; Preminger 2014). Relativized probing for the more complex natural gender will

eventually derive the obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular. Finally, I take

gender and number agreement to be two separate operations that can be carried out in di�erent

orders with respect to each other.�e freedom of ordering of Agree operations will be crucial in

accounting for optionality in the plural. It will ultimately be shown that the intervention e�ects

by plural number are a result of opaque interactions in the mechanism of Agree.

�e paper is structured as follows. Section 2 gives an overview of the empirical domain, focus-

ing on declension class II, for reasons to become apparent shortly. Section 3 discusses previous
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accounts, pointing out why they cannot capture all the agreement facts in BCS. Subsequently,

Section 4 outlines the basic assumptions regarding the structure of the DP in BCS, structure of

gender features, relativized probing and ordering of operations, which provide the basic ingre-

dients for the analysis and concrete derivations for all the patterns provided a�erwards in 4.3.

�e restrictions on the agreement patterns in DP-internal and predicate agreement which show

Agreement Hierarchy e�ects are discussed in Section 5, while other possible extensions to other

hybrid agreement phenomena are presented in section 6. Section 7 summarizes and concludes.

2 Data
BCS distinguishes between three genders – masculine, feminine and neuter.�e language has a

mixed gender assignment system (cf. Corbett 1991:34). Natural gender is the gender of animate

nouns which corresponds to the gender of the referent. Grammatical gender is assigned accord-

ing to purely formal (morpho-syntactic) criteria, which are related to a noun’s membership to an

in�ection class (cf. Corbett 1991:34). BCS distinguishes between three nominal in�ection classes

(Mrazović and Vukadinović 1990).�e correlation between in�ection class and the type of gen-

der on the noun is represented in Table 1. Nouns belonging to Class I are either neuter, carrying

the su�x -o or -e, or masculine, ending in -∅, hence the sub-division into Im and In. Class II
hosts nouns ending in -a, which include both feminine and animate masculine nouns. Class III
nouns end in -∅ and almost all of them are feminine inanimate.

Class Example Ending Gender

Im otac-∅ ‘father’, krov-∅ ‘roof ’ -∅ masculine

In sel-o ‘village’,mor-e ‘sea’ -o or -e neuter

II
majk-a ‘mother’, kuć-a ‘house’
vladik-a ‘bishop’ -a feminine

masculine

III ljubav-∅ ‘love’ -∅ feminine

Table 1: Declension class and gender

�is section provides an overview of the di�erent types of Class II nouns in BCS. Only Class II

nouns will be under scrutiny in this paper, as subtypes of nouns belonging to this class show op-

tionality between natural and grammatical gender agreement of the type presented in (1). What

makes all these nouns similar, as we will see below, is that they all bear grammatical feminine

gender, and what makes them di�erent from one another is the natural gender they may have. It

is this latter point and its rami�cations that this section will be concerned with.

2.1 Class II (Split Hybrid) Nouns with NaturalMasculine andGrammatical
Feminine Gender

Split hybrid nouns such as vladika ‘bishop’, vojvoda ‘duke’, gazda ‘landlord’, starešina ‘head, se-
nior’, drvodelja ‘carpenter’, bekrija ‘tippler’, kolega ‘colleague’, komšija ‘neighbour’, among others,
will henceforth be referred to using the label ‘nouns with natural masculine and grammatical

feminine gender’ (Stanojčić and Popović 1992:288,Stevanović 1989:130f.).1 Since they denote hu-

1A reviewer points out that split hybrid nouns tend to be quite a loose class in BCS and even nouns such as

drvodelja ‘carpenter’ or starešina ‘head, senior’ can be used by some speakers as feminine when referring to a female.
In this case, I assume that these speakers treat them as gender variable nouns, cf. Section 2.3.
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man animate male referents, such nouns bear natural masculine gender in BCS. But these nouns

have a curious property, as noted above – they show additional gender variation along the num-

ber divide.�is has the e�ect that in the singular, they always trigger masculine agreement (2a)

– straightforwardly re�ecting the natural gender on the noun – but in the plural, they can trigger

either masculine or feminine agreement:

(2) a. Star-i/*star-a
old-msg/old-fsg

vladik-a
bishop-msg

me

me

je

is

juče

yesterday

posetio-∅/*posetil-a.
visit.prt-msg/visit.prt-fsg

‘�e old bishop visited me yesterday.’

b. Star-e
old-fpl

vladik-e
bishop-mpl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-e/posetil-i.
visit.prt-fpl/visit.prt-mpl

‘�e old bishops visited me yesterday.’

I take the feminine agreement in (2) to be a re�ex of grammatical gender on the noun, since the

nouns in question bear natural masculine gender.�us, in the plural the noun’s agreement varies

between grammatical and natural gender (with grammatical gender being the preferred option).

Note that there is a restriction on mismatches between attributive and verbal agreement. If the

nominalmodi�er agrees in grammatical gender, the verb can show either natural or grammatical

agreement, as in (2b). If the modi�er shows natural gender agreement, the verb must agree with

the same gender; returning to grammatical agreement is not possible:

(3) Star-i
old-mpl

vladik-e
bishop-mpl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-i/*posetil-e.
visit.prt-mpl/visit.prt-fpl

‘�e old bishops visited me yesterday.’

�is pattern is in accordance with Agreement Hierarchy recorded by Corbett (1979). Once se-
mantic agreement obtains on a nominal modi�er, it has to be maintained on the predicate.2

�e interpretation of agreement markers on predicates and modi�ers presents further evidence

that the feminine gender on such nouns re�ects a formal property, and has nothing to do with

the natural gender. Consider the following example with a plural Class II masculine noun.

(4) Komšije

neighbours.pl

su

are

stigle.

arrive.prt.fpl

‘Neighbours arrived.’

�e noun above can never refer to a group of female entities. Despite the feminine agreement,

the noun can refer either to a group of masculine entities, or alternatively to a mixed group of

referents. �e feminine gender is thus strictly formal. If a speaker wishes to refer to a group of

female entities, the necessary noun is derived from the same root but has a slightly di�erent form

and it may never trigger masculine agreement:

(5) Komšinice

neighbours.fpl

su

are

stigle/*stigli.

arrive.prt.fpl/arrive.prt.mpl

‘(Female) neighbours arrived.’

2Corbett (1979:204) posits the following Agreement Hierarchy: (i) attributive ≻ predicate ≻ relative pronoun ≻
personal pronoun. In essence, the further rightward we move along the hierarchy, the greater the chance of seman-
tic agreement. �us there is a greater chance for the verb to show semantic agreement (natural gender), than the

adjective (which prefers grammatical gender). Moreover, if the adjective (attributive) shows grammatical gender

agreement, the verb can still show either grammatical or semantic agreement. But if the adjective agrees with se-

mantic gender, it is impossible to go back to grammatical agreement, and the verb needs to agree only with the

semantic features (i.e. show natural gender agreement, hence the ungrammaticality of (3)). See Puškar (2017) for a

more detailed formal account of Agreement Hierarchy e�ects with hybrid nouns.
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If, however, a plural Class II masculine noun triggers masculine agreement, and it refers to an

all-male group, such agreement re�ects natural gender on the noun (just as in the singular):

(6) Komšije

neighbours.pl

su

are

stigli.

arrive.prt.mpl

‘Neighbours arrived.’

It is less clear, though, why masculine agreement should nevertheless be possible with a mixed

group.�is could mean that having at least some male referents is a necessary precondition for

natural gender agreement. Masculine could also be default agreement in this case, as suggested

by a reviewer, inserted as a feature-con�ict resolution strategy, since it is impossible to �nd a

unique gender value in a mixed group. However, the issue of agreement with a mixed group of

referents, while fascinating, is beyond the scope of this paper and will be le� aside for future

research (for further discussion of such issues, see Arsenijević 2016; Despić 2017).

2.2 Class IINounswithNatural Feminine andGrammatical FeminineGen-
der

Nouns with natural feminine gender include those such asmajka ‘mother’, sestra ’sister’, etc.�ey
denote animate female referents, so their morphosyntactic gender transparently re�ects the nat-

ural one. �ey always trigger feminine agreement, both in the singular and in the plural. Mas-

culine agreement with these nouns is impossible.

(7) a. Pametn-a/*pametan-∅
smart-fsg/smart-msg

devojčic-a
girl-fsg

je

is

otišl-a/*otišao-∅
go.prt-fsg/go.prt-msg

u

in

šetnju.

walk

‘A smart girl went for a walk.’

b. Pametn-e/*pametn-i
smart-fpl/smart-mpl

devojčic-e
girl-fpl

su

are

otišl-e/*otišl-i
go.prt-fpl/go.prt-mpl

u

in

šetnju.

walk

‘Smart girls went for a walk.’

Even though these nouns are naturally feminine, they share the form of other grammatically

feminine nouns in the language. It is thus unclear from the surface representation which of the

two genders agreement actually re�ects.

2.3 Class II Nouns with Variable Natural and Grammatical Feminine Gen-
der

A subtype of Class II nouns may denote either a male or a female entity. Such nouns include bu-
dala ‘fool’, varalica ‘cheater’, kolovođa ‘leader in traditional dances’,mušterija ‘customer’, propalica
‘loser, failure’, pijanica ‘drunkard’, skitnica ‘wanderer, dri�er’, sluga ‘servant’, sudija ‘judge’ (Ste-
vanović 1989:130�., Stanojčić and Popović 1992:288).�eir natural gender is variable and can be

inferred from the context. In general, if the gender of the noun is made known in the context,

the agreement in the singular always re�ects the natural gender. �e example (8a) below thus

refers to a female customer, while (8b) refers to a male one.3

3A reviewer notes that both examples are somewhat degraded in the given context and suggests that these pat-

terns should ideally be experimentally tested. See Murphy et al., to appear for an experimental study of agreement

patterns with these nouns under NP ellipsis, showing that a number of speakers do �nd masculine agreement with

male referents no less acceptable than feminine in certain contexts.
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(8) a. Star-a
old-fsg

mušterija

customer

je

is

dobil-a
get.prt-fsg

popust.

discount

‘�e old (female) customer got a discount.’

b. Star-i
old-msg

mušterija

customer

je

is

dobio-∅

get.prt-msg

popust.

discount

‘�e old (male) customer got a discount.’

Yet, any noun from this group can show grammatical gender agreement even in the singular.

�is is re�ected in consistent feminine agreement when it is irrelevant whether the noun refers

to a male or female entity. As illustrated in (9), a noun from this group, such as budala ‘fool’, obli-
gatorily triggers feminine agreement when it indicates a non-speci�c individual and the speaker

does not want to refer to their sex, or it is simply unknown or irrelevant to the discussion. �e

noun can thus be interpreted as referring to either a female or a male individual, but the invari-

able feminine agreement triggered under the noun in this context suggests that the unmarked

grammatical gender of these nouns is feminine.

(9) Neka

some.fsg

budala

fool.fsg

je

is

kucala

knock.prt.fsg

na

on

vrata.

door

‘Some fool was knocking at the door.’

As with nouns in Section 2.1, the same alternation between natural and (feminine) grammatical

gender agreement is also evinced in the plural.

(10) Budale

fools

su

are

malo

a.little

popil-e/popil-i.
drink.prt-fpl/drink.prt-fpl

‘Fools drank a little.’

If the noun above denotes a group of female referents, feminine agreement on the verb can be con-
sidered to be either agreement according to natural gender, or as formal agreement, according

to the grammatical gender on the noun.4 If the noun denotes a group ofmale referents, feminine
agreement is clearly an instance of formal agreement. Masculine agreement can only be consid-

ered to be agreement according to natural gender. Finally, if the noun denotes a mixed group of
referents, feminine signals formal agreement, whereasmasculine can be either natural or default,

but its exact nature, as before, will be le� for future research.

2.4 Class II Nouns with Grammatical Feminine Gender (and no Natural
Gender)

Nouns such as stolica ‘chair’, kuhinja ‘kitchen’, etc. denote inanimate objects, thus they have no
natural gender. Nevertheless, agreement triggered under these nouns both in the singular and

in the plural is feminine (11), which indicates that their gender is grammatical.

(11) a. Drven-a/*drven-i
wooden-fsg/wooden-msg

stolic-a
chair-fsg

je

is

stajal-a/*stajao-∅
stand.prt-fsg/stand.prt-msg

u

in

kuhinji.

kitchen

‘A wooden chair was standing in the kitchen.’

4In case the plural noun of this kind referring to an all-female group triggersmasculine agreement, this is neither

natural nor grammatical, but undoubtedly default agreement, as there is no masculine feature anywhere on the

noun to refer to. Some of my informants reject masculine agreement with an all-female group, whereas some �nd it

acceptable or degraded.�is potentially indicates a di�erence between individual grammars, where some speakers

allow default as an option whereas others do not (see Marušič et al. 2015:60 for a similar claim on default agreement

in Slovenian). I leave this issue for further research, awaiting a more precise empirical picture.
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b. Drven-e/*Drven-i
wooden-fpl/wooden-mpl

stolic-e
chair-fpl

su

are

stajal-e/*stajal-i
stand.prt-fpl/stand.prt-mpl

u

in

kuhinji.

kitchen

‘Wooden chairs were standing in the kitchen.’

An additional group of nouns with grammatical feminine gender are epicene nouns, which have
animate referents, but denote, for example, members of a particular species, eithermale or female

(see Arsenijević and Gračanin-Yuksek 2016). Such nouns include e.g. roda ‘stork’, žirafa ‘gira�e’
etc., and nouns like osoba ‘person’, beba ‘baby’.�e evidence for the absence of natural gender on
them comes from the agreement they trigger. �ey always consistently agree as feminine, even

when the speaker wishes to indicate that the referent is male.

(12) a. Mušk-a/*mušk-i
male-fsg/male-msg

rod-a
stork-fsg

je

is

letel-a/*lete-o
�y.prt-fsg/�y.prt-msg

iznad

above

grada.

town

‘A male stork was �ying above the town.’

b. Muške-e/*Muške-i
male-fpl/male-mpl

rod-e
stork-fpl

su

are

letel-e/*letel-i
�y.prt-fpl/�y.prt-mpl

iznad

above

grada.

town

‘Male storks were �ying above the town.’

Based on their agreement properties, despite the animacy speci�cation, in the analysis below

these nouns will be taken to be marked as grammatically feminine.

2.5 Summary and Generalisations
Let us brie�y summarize the types of nouns and their agreement patterns from Sections 2.1–2.4:

Example nat. gen gramm. gen
Agreement

sg pl

2.1 vladika ‘bishop’ masc fem masc masc / fem
2.2majka ‘mother’ fem fem fem fem / fem
2.3 budala ‘fool’ masc or fem fem masc / fem masc/fem or fem
2.4 stolica ‘chair’ none fem fem fem

Table 2: Summary of gender agreement patterns with Class II nouns

�e patterns above lead to three descriptive generalisations about gender features on Class II

nouns. First, patterns of variation between natural and grammatical gender agreement in 2.1–

2.3 indicate that both natural and grammatical gender features can be present on a single noun.

Second, based on the agreement they trigger, what uni�es all these nouns is the fact that their

grammatical gender is feminine.�ere is no restriction on their natural gender – it can be fem-

inine, masculine, variable, or undesrpeci�ed. Finally, agreement mechanisms in BCS seem to

be able to operate on both kinds of gender.�us, gender features on nouns must be su�ciently

similar in structure for Agree to recognize them.�e gender features also need to be su�ciently

di�erent for the Agree mechanisms to target natural gender in the singular and allow for alter-

nations in the plural, meaning in turn that agreement for gender must also be sensitive to the

number information on the noun.
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3 Previous Accounts
Previous literature has dealt with nouns of dual gender in BCSmostlywithin the studies on agree-

ment with hybrid nouns. For instance, Corbett (1991, 2010, 2015) discusses nouns of dual gender

in BCS, o�ering descriptive patterns and insightful observations on their agreement properties.

Yet, apart from identifying such nouns as “hybrids” in Corbett 2010:162f. and stating that they

may control both natural and grammatical gender agreement, little is said about how these agree-

ment properties could be formally explained.

Wechsler and Zlatić (2000, 2003) o�er a formal HPSG account of the representation of features

on nouns in BCS, together with agreement mechanisms. As a detailed evaluation of an HPSG

analysis is beyond the scope of this paper, I abstract away from the technical considerations in-

herent to that framework, and focus only on the points relevant for current purposes. In their

theory, every noun has two sets of features: concord features, which denote purely formal prop-
erties of the noun (case, number, gender) and index features, related to a noun’s referential index
and semantics, e.g. whether a noun denotes a male or female entity. A constructive insight of

their analysis is that BCS has feature-mapping constraints that regulate formal gender assignment
which determine a noun’s concord (grammatical) gender on the basis of the declension class it be-
longs to. For instance, such mapping constraints will ensure that nouns of Class II are assigned

feminine gender as their concord gender. Concord gender then maps to index gender and thus

formost nouns those two values are the same. However, mismatches between these three types of

features are possible, as illustrated byWechsler and Zlatić (2000, 2003) for Class IImale-referring

nouns such as komšija ‘neighbour’.�is noun, even though it belongs to Class II and declines like
a feminine noun, involves a declension-concord mismatch in the singular, as its declension class

fails to map to concord gender (such mismatch is caused by the noun’s semantics, which forces

masculine index and concord gender assignment). In the plural however, such noun need not

be gender-speci�c (they can refer to a mixed group, thus the referents need not be strictly male).

Feminine concord gender is then assigned regularly according to declension class. Such nouns

are thus feminine in the plural, unlike in the singular where semantic features impose masculine

gender assignment.

Wechsler and Zlatić (2000:814) acknowledge that in some dialects, however, it is possible that a

noun be assigned natural gender even in the plural, and can therefore optionally trigger either

natural or grammatical gender agreement depending on the gender assigned to it.�is account,

even though intuitively appealing, only derives optionality in the plural as a dialectal di�erence,

ignoring the fact that it is a viable option in all dialects. It is also unclear why rules of semantic

assignment can override grammatical gender assignment only in some contexts, and operate

consistently in others.�e analysis is thus ultimately unable to derive the obligatoriness of natural

gender agreement in the singular and the alternation between grammatical and natural gender

agreement in the plural in a systematic way.5

Some recent accounts that deal with gender features in BCS through investigating di�erent agree-

ment phenomena include Bošković 2009; Willer-Gold et al. 2016; Arsenijević and Mitić 2016;

Despić 2016 (conjunct agreement), Arsenijević and Gračanin-Yuksek 2016 (agreement in rela-

tive clauses), and Arsenijević 2016; Despić 2017 (interaction of gender and number and mixed

agreement patterns). Bošković (2009, 2011) argues that grammatical gender in BCS should be

treated as a valued uninterpretable feature on a noun (following Pesetsky and Torrego 2007).

Natural gender, on the other hand, is an interpretable feature. Under such an approach, it would

5See Landau 2016 for a recent account on agreement with hybrid nouns based onWechsler and Zlatić 2003. See

also Alsina and Arsenijević 2012a,b for a detailed discussion on di�erent types of features proposed inWechsler and
Zlatić 2000, 2003, as well as for an LFG account of agreement with hybrid nouns in BCS.
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have to be assumed that a noun such as the masculine Class II noun (one with natural masculine

and grammatical feminine gender) has both an interpretable masculine and an uninterpretable

feminine feature on the lexical entry and that the uninterpretable feature can be targeted only

when the noun has plural number. Alternatively, it might be assumed that the uninterpretable

feminine feature appears only in the context of plural number. What we would need in such an

account is then either an assumption that uninterpretable feature assignment depends on num-

ber, or that the Agree mechanism always needs to target interpretable features in the singular

while in the plural it can target both. Since this account focuses only on regular nouns and their

behaviour in conjunctions, it has no way of explaining the assignment and location of two dif-

ferent gender features on a noun, or agreement patterns with them (but see Despić 2016 for an

interesting proposal that tackles exactly these issues).6

Despić (2016; 2017) deals with agreement patterns with hybrid nouns in terms of featuremarked-

ness and impoverishment. In these accounts, natural gender is assigned according to themeaning

that the root carries, while declension class is a diacritic on the noun’s root. Grammatical gender

is assigned according to declension class, via declension-gender mapping rules, and this feature

is visible on the noun’s su�x. Additionally, redundancy rules provide declension class diacritics

for nouns that are only assigned natural gender, but do not have grammatical gender. �e pur-

pose of these redundancy rules, however, is somewhat unclear, since if we assume that declension

class is the formal property of the noun that each noun’s root should intrinsically have, we should

not expect declension class to be speci�ed in alternative ways.

Much of Despić’s (2016; 2017) account is based on relative markedness of ϕ-features. Grammat-
ical gender is assumed to be the less marked of the two genders, as it is easily retrievable from

the noun’s su�x, unlike the natural gender, which requires more complex semantic mapping

mechanisms. Plural number and non-nominative case are also taken to be marked features. If

marked features appear together on a lexical item, they causemarkedness accumulation, which is

remedied post-syntactically, by deleting the con�icting features via Impoverishment rules. Since

gender is the least marked feature with respect to number and case (cf. Harley and Ritter 2002),

it is the feature most prone to deletion under Impoverishment. Despić further argues that adjec-

tives in Serbian obey strict markedness constraints and if they are valued with con�icting gender

features, the marked gender is deleted via Impoverishment. With Class II masculine split-hybrid

nouns, feminine agreement is preferred on the adjective in the plural since, under the assumption

that plural adjective contains features [PL,Fgramm,Mnat ,Nom], this combination of plural number

and two gender features induces a markedness accumulation. Natural gender (as a more marked

gender feature) is then deleted via an Impoverishment rule.

Languages (and even speakers) can di�er in what markedness constraints apply in their gram-

mars (i.e. which feature combinations they consider to be marked). According to this account,

the source of variation in di�erent languages/dialects/speakers lies in the presence of such con-

straints and and Impoverishment rules that mitigate against them. As Croatian, for instance,

more readily allowsmasculine plural agreement, it might tolerate greater number of marked fea-

tures than Serbian. Apart from that, little is said about what allows formore variation in predicate

agreement with these nouns. (Predicate agreement is tackled in more detail with other types of

hybrid nouns, but the focus is on secondary predicates, not verbs.) A possible solution could be

that markedness constraints are less restrictive with predicates. Since Despić’s account focuses

more on deriving agreement patterns with other hybrid nouns in Serbian (braća ‘brothers’, deca
‘children’, etc., and agreement with honori�c pronouns), all of which involve both con�icting

6For a proposal on the location of two di�erent gender features on DP in BCS see Arsenijević and Gračanin-

Yuksek 2016. �is account however would require further extensions in order to explain how Agree could target

one of them in singular and either of them optionally in the plural.
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gender and number features, and the emphasis is more on nominal concord, the issues of pred-

icate agreement and Agreement Hierarchy would need further elaboration in order to enable

their critical assessment.

Previous approaches to hybrid agreement in BCS thus only address subsets of the general prob-

lem that this paper is concerned with: the nature of gender features, their position in the struc-

ture, or issues in agreement. I provide an account that tackles all these points, as well as the

obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular and optionality in the plural, and the

Agreement Hierarchy, in a uni�ed manner.

4 Analysis
In the sections that follow, I �rst introduce the theoretical tools for the analysis. Recall that the

main empirical puzzle involves three complementary issues: (i) How is a noun able to bear only

grammatical gender in some cases and both genders in others? (ii) How is the verb able to dis-

tinguish between the two types of gender and target them di�erently according to the number

environment? (iii) How should the systematic connection between gender and number agree-

ment be derived such that natural gender is always targeted in the singular, while allowing alter-

nations to appear only in the plural? I will o�er a proposal on how to capture the assumption that

two kinds of gender features can be present simultaneously on a noun. Subsequently, I develop

a theory of Agree that can distinguish between the two types of gender features, systematically

operating on them in a di�erent way. Finally, I show how plural number, located between the

two gender features, triggers intervention e�ects for Agree.

4.1 �e Structure of DP in BCS
4.1.1 Gender on nouns

In this section I propose a structural representation of the nominal phrase in BCS, starting with

the loci of gender features.7 Multiple gender features have already been proposed in the litera-

ture, but their representation is eithermodelled in a di�erent framework (HPSG byWechsler and

Zlatić 2003), or based on feature interpretability (e.g. Smith 2015;Wurmbrand 2017), or assuming

a con�guration that cannot derive the BCS patterns (Pesetsky 2013; Landau 2016).8 �e neces-

sity of distinguishing grammatical from natural gender syntactically and semantically has been

supported in recent experimental work by Murphy et al. (to appear) on gender variable nouns

(cf. budala ‘fool’ from Section 2.3). On the syntactic side, the two types of gender are treated
di�erently by processes such as ellipsis, indicating that there should be a di�erence in their syn-

tactic representation. Semantically, natural gender has an additional meaning component, i.e. it

introduces a presupposition that the referent has a particular gender. In the analysis below, I will

focus mostly on their (morpho)syntactic properties.9

7I follow Progovac (1998); Caruso (2012); Stanković (2014) in treating the BCS nominal phrase as a DP (contra

Bošković 2008).�e analysis could potentially be transposed into a system without the DP layer under the assump-

tion that each nominal modi�er is a probe and individually carries out the Agree operations.
8I will postpone a more detailed evaluation of such proposals until Section 6.
9�e results of the experiments reported byMurphy et al. (to appear) are thus suggestive of a necessity for separat-

ing grammatical and natural gender in the grammar. However, the results are inconclusive about the exact position

of the gender features with respect to each other in the DP structure. As suggested in the paper, both constellations

should be equally able to explain the agreement mismatches under NP ellipsis. However, the experiments have only

tested the behaviour of gender variable nouns, and more data is necessary to establish whether there is a substan-

tial di�erence between them and the split hybrid nouns addressed in this paper. Anticipating further experimental
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Adopting the framework of DistributedMorphology (Halle andMarantz 1993; Harley andNoyer

1999) and the view that syntactic computation operates on abstract bundles of morphosyntactic

features, I further follow Kihm 2005; Lowenstamm 2008; Acquaviva 2009; Kramer 2015 in treat-

ing gender as a morphosyntactic feature located on the functional head n, which merges with a
category-free root (in the sense of Embick and Halle 2005; Acquaviva 2009; Harley 2014). Ad-

ditionally, I utilize the functional projection Gen(der)P (Bernstein 1993; Picallo 2008), located

above the nP, as another possible locus of gender features. A novel component of the present
approach is the idea that in BCS both projections are necessarily present on DP.

Following Kramer 2015, the nominalizer combines with a root to derive a noun and if it bears a

masculine gender feature, the resulting noun will bear natural masculine gender too.

(13) Nominalizer n + a category-free root (Halle and Marantz 1993; Harley and Noyer 1999)

nP[M,animate]

√

root
n[M,animate]

I propose that BCS has three di�erent nominalizers that build nouns in this language. �e �rst

nominalizer, nm has a feature [M(asculine), animate] (henceforth [M,anim]), the second, n f ,

has a gender feature [F,anim], and the third, n∅, has no gender features.10 A noun created by
a nominalizer that carries both gender and animacy features will thus have natural gender (see

Section 4.2 below for a more elaborate implementation of this assumption under the Harley and

Ritter 2002 feature geometry approach to ϕ-feature structure). Example (14) illustrates how these
nominalizers build the types of nouns discussed in Section 2.

(14) a. nm +
√

vladik- ‘bishop’... → natural masculine (cf. Section 2.1)

b. n f +
√

majk- ‘mother’... → natural feminine (cf. Section 2.2)

c. n∅ +
√

stolic- ‘chair’... → grammatical feminine (cf. Section 2.4)

Roots for gender variable nouns, which can carry di�erent natural gender based on the gender

of the referent, such as
√

budal- ‘fool’, can be optionally licensed under nm, n f or n∅. Depending
on the nominalizer the roots merge with, the nouns derived will have natural masculine, natu-

ral feminine or grammatical feminine gender, where the �nal nominalizer derives nouns with

only grammatical feminine, such as the one in example (9). �is approach has the advantage

of explaining how a particular root can yield nouns with di�erent features and avoids instead

postulating multiple homonymous occurrences of the same noun in the lexicon.

I followAcquaviva (2009, 2014) andKramer (2009, 2015) who propose that each nominalizer can

merge only with certain roots and the possible combinations of nominalizers and corresponding

roots are regulated by licensing conditions. Kramer (2015:50f.) proposes that semantic licensing

conditions “are encoded in the Encyclopedia as conditions on the semantic interpretation of a

root in a context” (Kramer 2015:51). On this view, roots freely combine with di�erent nominaliz-

ers in syntax and the combinations are licensed at LF. On the morphological side, these features

trigger the insertion of an appropriate exponent (Kramer 2015:52), thus any ‘wrong’ combinations

will not be licensed by PF. In her view, this allows us tomaintain one of the coreDMassumptions,

testing of the di�erent types of hybrid nouns, in this section and in the rest of the paper, I will argue that having the

natural gender located below the grammatical has a greater explanatory power. See also Puškar 2017, for arguments

from a wider, crosslinguistic range of hybrid agreement phenomena.
10Having three di�erent nominalizers also corresponds to saying that there is only one n categorizing head that

generally builds nouns, but it can be speci�ed with three di�erent kinds of features.
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that roots contain no formal features.11

As for grammatical gender, I assume that it is introduced by the functional head Gen (Bernstein

1993; Picallo 2008), whichmerges above the nP and can bear any of the three grammatical gender
features in BCS: [M], [F] or [N]. As was the case with the nP, I assume that GenP with di�erent
values can combine with any n+root combinations, but the illicit combinations will be rejected
by the LF and PF interfaces (due to the impossibility to interpret or pronounce them).�is has

the bene�t of allowing us to treat all nouns of Class II as a natural class – what they all have in

common is an [F] feature on their GenP. Since the focus of this paper is on deriving the agreement

patterns of split hybrid nouns, I refer the reader to Puškar 2017 for a more detailed discussion

about the relatedness of in�ection class and gender features.12

11A reviewer points out that even though roots do not have any formal features, since they relate to concepts,

they should have certain semantic features, which is particularly apparent in nouns like ‘woman’, ‘mother’, etc., so it

should not be the case that all gender features come only a�er the root is merged with n. I follow Kramer (2015:52)
in assuming that roots are not inherently male or female, but that interpretation of a root in a particular context

is what makes them be interpreted as male or female. One could also pursue an alternative approach, in which

licensing of the combinations of roots and nominalizers could apply in narrow syntax. �e semantic features of

the root could in that case be checked against the formal features of n upon Merge (Alexiadou 2004; Matushansky
2013). Alternatively, as in a recent approach by Fathi and Lowenstamm (2016), we could posit a variety of an Agree

operation carried out by n, which would value the natural gender feature of n with a particular value from the root
phrase, if such a value exists on the root. Finally, we could simply assume that natural gender is a property of the

root, not n (Kramer 2009; Steriopolo andWiltschko 2010). In the present approach, what is important is that natural
gender is a feature that is lower in the structure than grammatical gender, and determined or assigned �rst, before

grammatical gender (cf. Corbett 1991; Wechsler and Zlatić 2003; Despić 2016.)
12 While gender is a syntactic category, participating in agreement processes, declension class is a purely

morphological property of a lexeme (see Harris 1991; Arono� 1994; Wechsler and Zlatić 2003; Alexiadou 2004;

Embick and Halle 2005; Alexiadou and Müller 2008 and Kramer 2015:233�. for an overview). As for Slavic, some

authors claim that gender is assigned according to declension class (Corbett 1991:34, Wechsler and Zlatić 2003).

However, knowing the declension class of a noun in BCS does not necessary imply knowing its gender, as Class

I can host masculine and neuter nouns, and Class II masculine and feminine (c.f. Table 1). Others argue that

declension class is predictable from gender speci�cation of the noun (cf. Crockett 1976:12 for Russian), but then

masculine nouns can belong either to Class Im or Class II, while feminine nouns can be found either in Class

II or in Class III. Additionally, some authors postulate rules that apply in both directions (see Despić 2017) for

BCS. Finally, Halle and Matushansky (2006); Bailyn and Nevins (2008) derive class as a combination of a root and

a theme vowel (and agreement su�xes) in Russian. �e approach developed here o�ers support for this �nal line

of thinking. If we combine animacy (i.e. natural gender), grammatical gender and the noun’s su�x – we get much

closer to predicting what class a certain noun should belong to. If we think of the “natural gender” below as the

gender introduced to the noun on n, grammatical gender as the one present at Gen and the “ending” as a su�x
added to the noun in the nominative singular, the combination of the three will be able to tell us the declension

class of the noun. (�e nominative singular ending is known in Slavic literature as “theme su�x”. See Halle and

Matushansky 2006 for more detail on the nature of the theme su�x and its possible formalization under DM.)

nat. gender gramm. gender ending declension class

neuter -o or -e Class In
masculine animate masculine -∅ Class Im
none masculine -∅ Class Im
feminine animate feminine -a Class II

none feminine -a Class II

masculine animate feminine -a Class II

none feminine -∅ Class III

Under this approach, in BCS -e/-o, -a and -∅ can be used as predictors for declension class (In , II and In/III, respec-
tively). In the cases where it is ambiguous which declension to classify a noun into, we could assume that gender

features are also consulted. �us a noun ending in -o or -e will be placed into Class In , a noun ending in -a will
decline in Class II, but a noun ending in -∅ will decline as Class Im if its grammatical gender is masculine and as
Class III if its grammatical gender is feminine.�is is where the interrelatedness of gender and class plays a crucial

role.�us a masculine noun as vladika ‘bishop’, consisting of a root
√
vladik-, a natural masculine nominalizer nm
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�e consequence of the current proposal is that there are two potential structural positions for

gender features on BCS nouns, the lower nP hosting natural gender and the higher GenP hosting
grammatical gender, the latter of which, in the case of the nouns in our focus, is speci�ed as

feminine. Each group of BCS nouns discussed so far can be presented as in (15)–(17):

(15) Natural masculine (cf.

Sec. 2.1)

DP

GenP

nP

√

bishop
nm[M,anim]

Gen[F]

D

(16) Natural feminine (cf.

Sec. 2.2)

DP

GenP

nP

√

mother
n f[F,anim]

Gen[F]

D

(17) Grammatical feminine

(cf. Sec. 2.4)

DP

GenP

nP

√

chair
n∅

Gen[F]

D

Nouns with natural masculine gender (such as vladika ‘bishop’) are derived with the nominalizer
nm.�ese nouns then have the [M,anim] speci�cation on nP, signaling a natural gender feature.
�e [F] feature is provided on GenP, yielding the structure in (15). Nouns with natural feminine

gender (such as majka ‘mother’) are derived from the nominalizer n f .�e grammatical gender

feature [F] is provided on the GenP, as in (16). Nouns with grammatical feminine gender (such

as stolica ‘chair’) are derived with the nominalizer n∅, as in (17).�ese nouns do not have gender
speci�ed on the nP.13 Such nouns then only have grammatical gender [F] on GenP.�e system
developed above allows us to straightforwardly capture gender assignment to gender variable

nouns. Nouns like budala ‘fool’ (cf. Section 2.3) can be structured as either (15), (16), or (17)
above, depending on the nominalizer the root is merged with, respectively yielding nouns with

natural masculine or natural feminine gender, depending on the referent, or nouns with only

grammatical feminine gender, in the cases where gender of the referent is truly unknown or

irrelevant (cf. (9)).

4.1.2 Number on nouns

I assume that number on nouns in BCS is speci�ed on the DP within the projection I will label as

NumP (Picallo 1991; Bernstein 1993; Borer 2005; Acquaviva 2009; Harbour 2008). In the analysis

below, NumP will be assumed to be projected only in case it speci�es plural number, i.e. NumP

is not projected if the noun is singular (Kratzer 2007). Singular number is therefore treated as

and Gen f , receiving a theme su�x -a would be analysed into Class II. A bene�t of this approach is that it would be
able to predict in�ection class with high degree of precision, making the connection between gender and class more

formal. In sum, the nominal structure proposed in this paper, apart from being able to capture syntactic agreement

patterns, has the potential to explain facts about nominal morphology as well.
13We could, theoretically, also take into account the fact that some nouns with grammatical feminine gender

also have animacy features (as noted in (12) for nouns like roda ‘stork’, denoting, for instance, animal species). In
that case, an additional nominalizer na∅[anim] could be postulated. Nouns derived by this nominalizer would have
animacy feature on nP and grammatical feminine gender supplied at GenP, yielding the following structure:

(i) [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP na∅[anim]
√
stork ]]]

Since in the analysis below these nouns behave exactly the same as nouns with only grammatical gender on the

GenP, I abstract away from this possibility and treat these nouns as having only grammatical gender.
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the absence of number, i.e. singular number is supplied by default (see Nevins 2011; Pesetsky

2013; Ackema and Neeleman 2015 for a similar claim on singular number in general, and Despić

2017 for a claim that singular number is unmarked with respect to plural in Serbian). I further

propose that NumP is projected above the nP.�e fact that gender and number are realized on
a single fused morpheme is captured by having number-marking be linearly adjacent to gender

marking on the noun. However, the precise position of the Num head relative to the two types

of gender bearing heads is unclear from the surface.14 I propose that NumP, when present, is

projected between nP and GenP, as shown in (18). �is will play a crucial role in capturing the
in�uence of nominal number marking on gender agreement.

(18) Structure of DP in BCS

DP

GenP

NumP

nP

√

root
n[nat.gen]

Num[pl]

Gen[gram.gen]

D

�is structure in (18) captures the intuition that number and natural gender denote concepts that

are in some sense closer to the concept introduced by the root, and this is modelled by having

natural gender directly select for the root (cf. Kramer 2015). Grammatical gender, provided

higher in the structure, is a purely formal feature, shaping the noun’s morphological realisation.

4.2 Feature Hierarchies, Relativized Probing and the Mechanics of Agree
4.2.1 Feature geometric approach to ϕ-features

I adopt the feature geometry approach to ϕ-features, proposed originally by Harley and Ritter
(2002) (see also McGinnis 2005; Nevins 2007; Béjar and Řezáč 2009; Georgi 2012, 2013; Pre-

minger 2014 for various adaptations). �e underlying idea is that person, number and gender

features are in a hierarchical entailment relationship with respect to one another, but that their

internal structure can also be relatively articulated. �e increase in a feature’s complexity leads

to an increase in its markedness.

Harley and Ritter (2002) propose that class and gender belong to the same part of the hierarchy,

with the category “class” further branching as illustrated in (19):15

14In�ectional morphology unfortunately does not help distinguish the order of the functional heads in the syntax

via theMirror Principle, since gender, number and case are always realized as a single in�ectional morpheme, as in
other Slavic languages.

15“Class” in this hierarchy is, arguably, not the same feature as declension class, as this is a morphological feature

relevant in nominal paradigms, but not syntactic agreement. Class feature here should most probably be viewed as

agreement class in the sense of Corbett 1991:147, a morphosyntactic feature akin to gender.
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(19) Harley and Ritter 2002 hierarchy of class and gender

class

inanimate

neuter

animate

femininemasculine

�e gender and class feature hierarchy is not discussed in great detail byHarley andRitter (2002:514),

who admit that the internal structure and organisation of this part of the hierarchy would have

to vary across languages, due to the great variation languages display in gender and class features

in general. I adopt Harley and Ritter’s general intuition that gender features include animacy

speci�cation in their structure, but I propose an adaptation of the hierarchy to capture gender in

BCS (and possibly languages with the same mixed gender system).

Firstly, I assume the category “class” actually stands for “gender” in BCS. Here I follow Corbett

1991:147f. in equating gender with agreement class, which is a set of nouns that have the same
feature structure and distribution and trigger the same kind of agreement on their targets. Based

on these criteria, nouns in BCS can be classi�ed in three groups, that coincide with the three

traditional genders: masculine, feminine and neuter.�is language thus does not need to make

a special di�erence between agreement class and gender.

Furthermore, based on syncretisms in masculine in�ectional paradigms and certain agreement

facts, Corbett (1991:161) identi�es two subgenders for BCS within the category of masculine gen-
der: animate and inanimate. Animate masculine nouns show genitive-accusative syncretism,

while inanimate nouns show nominative-accusative syncretism, and this is re�ected both on the

nouns and on the nominal modi�ers and in agreement with them. With verbs, however, both

animate and inanimate masculine nouns uniformly trigger masculine agreement.16 �is lead

Corbett (1991:164) to postulate that animate and inanimate are subgenders of masculine in BCS,

but not proper genders, as their behavior is di�erent only in certain, but not all, contexts.

�e subgenders are therefore dependent on the masculine gender, so it is not the case that being

animate entails being masculine in BCS, but vice versa, if a noun is masculine, it can be either

animate or inanimate. According to Corbett (1991:164) “this relationship represents an inversion

of the semantic hierarchy in which male and female are subdivisions of animate.” I therefore

propose inverting the Harley and Ritter 2002 gender hierarchy such that all nominals in BCS

16Animate Class I masculine nouns display accusative-genitive syncretism (su�x -a on the example drug ‘friend’
below), while inanimate nouns show accusative-nominative syncretism (su�x -∅ on the noun računar ‘computer’);
the form of nominal modi�ers also changes depending on the animacy of the noun (cf. ovaj ‘this’ in (i)). To illus-
trate, even though both nouns in (i) are masculine and in accusative, their in�ectional su�xes and the forms of the

modi�ers di�er, as in (ii).

animate inanimate

Nom ovaj drug-∅ ovaj računar-∅
Acc ovog drug-a ovaj računar-∅
Gen ovog drug-a ovog računar-a

Ins ovim drug-om ovim računar-om

(i) a. Video

seen.msg

sam

am

tvog
your.acc.msg

novog
new.acc.msg

drug-a.
friend.acc.msg

‘I’ve seen your new friend.’ masculine animate

b. Video

seen.msg

sam

am

tvoj
your.acc.msg

novi
new.acc.msg

računar-∅.
computer.acc.msg

‘I’ve seen your new friend.’ masculine inanimate
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contain the gender node, but those that have natural gender also contain the additional “animate”

node below it.�e advantage of this way ofmodeling gender hierarchy is that di�erences between

natural and grammatical gender fall out of their internal feature structures. In particular, natural

gender is more complex than grammatical gender, since it contains an animacy node in addition

to a gender node. In the modi�ed version of the Harley and Ritter 2002 hierarchy, I replace class
with gender. Gender can take three values – masculine, feminine and neuter. All three gender
features can be associated to an additional animate node. �is series of adaptations yields the
following modi�ed geometry:

(20) Modi�ed hierarchy for gender17

gender

neuterfemininemasculine

animate

�e structure in (20) shows that what I have so far been calling “natural gender” is in fact just a

featural composite, consisting of gender and animacy features (Corbett’s “animate subgender”).

“Grammatical gender”, on the other hand, is less marked in the geometry and consists of the

gender feature alone (Corbett’s “inanimate subgender”). �e advantage of this approach is that

it straightforwardly captures the relatedness between natural and grammatical gender – they

are both a type of gender. At the same time, it is also able to derive the di�erences between

them by treating the natural gender as containing an additional animacy feature, yielding, within

the feature geometry model, a hierarchical entailment relationship between the two, as in (20).

Schematically, the two types of gender (ignoring neuter) will be represented as follows:

(21) Natural gender:

[
M

anim
]

(22) Natural gender:

[
F

anim
]

(23) Grammatical

gender:

[ F ] [ M ]

Having formalized the distinction of two kinds of gender, let us now turn to formalizing the

preference of the gender probe towards the more complex, natural gender features.

4.2.2 Relativized probing

Relativized probing is the approach put forward in the work of Béjar (2003); Béjar and Řezáč

(2009) and extended in Nevins 2007, 2011; Georgi 2012, 2013; Preminger 2014; Deal 2015, among

others, to model agreement phenomena where the probe in the Agree relation has a preference

for certain types of features. I adopt this approach to account for the preference of the gender

probe in BCS to target natural gender on nouns.

17We might also assume that the association lines between [feminine] and [neuter] and [animate] do not exist

in BCS, since the animacy di�erence is not re�ected in the grammar for these genders, as opposed to [masculine].

However, in languages such as Russian, both [feminine] and [neuter] would have to have an [animate] node below

them with animate nouns, as also suggested by Corbett (1991:167), since animacy is re�ected in paradigms and

agreement with all three genders.
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�e core idea is that Agree (as de�ned in Chomsky 2000, 2001) is the operation which makes

sure that the unvalued features of the probe are valued by matching features on the closest c-
commanding goal in a local relationship. Following Béjar (2003); Béjar and Řezáč (2009); Pre-

minger (2014) in assuming that features can be represented with varying degrees of complexity

both on the probe and on the goal, it is predicted that the probe will look for features of cor-

responding complexity on the goal and that those features need to be equally speci�ed. Béjar

(2003) assumes that the goal needs to have at least the same feature structure as the probe, i.e.

the goal needs to entail the feature speci�cation of the probe. If the goal does not have all the

features the probe needs, Agree does not result in valuation, which triggers a second cycle of

Agree. In the second cycle the probe’s features are assumed to be reduced, a�er which it can be

valued by a goal with a di�erent level of featural complexity.

Relativized probing has consequences for locality and Minimality (Béjar 2003; Béjar and Řezáč

2009; Nevins 2007, 2011; Georgi 2012, 2013; Preminger 2014). If the probe is speci�ed for a certain

type of ϕ-feature, it is able to skip all XPs that do not bear the corresponding features and con-
tinue its search until it �nds the features of the right type and complexity. Preminger (2014:62)

illustrates this point based on relativized probing for plural number. If two DPs are available in

a probe’s search space, where the higher one is singular and the lower one is plural, the probe

can skip the higher DP and not agree with it, continuing to look further down until it targets

the lower plural DP. In other words, a DP counts as a potential goal for a probe only if it bears

the right kind of feature speci�cation for the Agree relation. If it does not, it cannot value the

features on the probe, nor can it serve as an intervener between the probe and the eventual goal,

by which defective intervention is disallowed in the system. As pointed out in Béjar 2003 and

Preminger 2014, this is reminiscent of the RelativizedMinimality idea of intervention developed

in Rizzi 1990.

4.2.3 Relativized probing in gender agreement

Bearing in mind the general properties of relativized probing and the gender feature structure

proposed in (21)–(23), assume now that the gender probe can also vary in complexity, which

means that it can seek to be valued by (or be relativized with respect to) features of di�erent

complexity, for instance only natural, only grammatical, or either gender.�is assumptionwould

have a cross-linguistic consequence in that the locus of parametric variation between languages

can lie in the complexity of the probe, which would be relativized towards di�erent gender fea-

tures in di�erent languages. Assume further that in BCS gender probe is always relativized to-

wards natural gender, which can schematically be illustrated as follows (I will use the notation

[∗F:�∗] introduced in Heck and Müller 2007 to denote an unvalued probe feature):

(24)
[
∗gen:�∗
∗anim:�∗ ]

Recall that nouns of Class II in BCS can have natural masculine, natural feminine, variable nat-

ural gender, or only grammatical gender. Let us take agreement with nouns with natural mascu-

line gender as an example. Assuming the structure in (15), repeated here in (25), their nP has the
features [M[anim]], whereas the GenP has only [F].

(25) [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP nm[M[anim]]

√

bishop ]]]

I assume that matching followed by valuation of unvalued features is a necessary condition for

successful Agree. Since the probe is speci�ed as [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] (the bracketed notation
is a shorthand for the hierarchically structured probe in (24)), and the nP has values for both
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features, Agree results in valuation of both the probe’s features by nP rather than by GenP, as in
(26)-(27). During the �rst cycle of Agree, the probe is able to search past GenP, which is the closer

potential goal with gender features, because GenP does not have all the features of the probe.

When targeting the nP, the goal and the probe match in all the features, which is a necessary
precondition for valuation on the �rst cycle (see Preminger 2014:62 for the same proposal on

probing for plural number). Valuation is carried out successfully at this point, so there is no

need for the second cycle of Agree.

(26) Agree with GenP (no valuation):

probe goal: GenP Agree

∗gen:�∗ [F] 7

∗anim:�∗

(27) Successful Agree for natural gender:

probe goal: nP Agree

∗gen:�∗ [M] 3

∗anim:�∗ [anim] 3

If the probe does not �nd natural gender on nP (e.g. with nouns with only grammatical feminine
gender), a new cycle of Agree is initiated. �e probe’s features are reduced up to the root node

[∗gen:�∗] (see Béjar 2003:82), leading the probe to look only for gender, disregarding animacy.
As a consequence, GenP, as the closest goal with the corresponding feature, can value the probe’s

features on the second cycle, resulting in grammatical gender agreement:

(28) Agree with nP (no valuation):

probe goal: nP Agree

∗gen:�∗ ∅ 7

∗anim:�∗ 7

(29) Successful Agree with GenP:

probe goal: GenP Agree

∗gen:�∗ [F] 3

Note that I follow Béjar 2003:67 in assuming that the goal essentially needs to entail all the probe’s

features, i.e. it needs to be equally complex as the probe in order for valuation to succeed. If the

goal is less speci�ed than the probe, valuation will inevitably fail.�is is what triggers the reduc-

tion of the probe’s features and another cycle of Agree. �is excludes the situation in which the

[∗gen:�∗] feature of the probe is valued byGenP, whereas [∗anim:�∗] is valued by nP. Valuation
consists in copying the entire feature hierarchy fragment (or “snippet”, cf. Preminger 2014:47)

from the goal onto the probe, where the goal needs to value all the probe’s features at once, ex-

cluding thereby the possibility of partial valuation.

4.2.4 Modeling number intervention – separate probing and order of operations

I assume that probing for number and gender features is performed separately by means of two

independent Agree operations (henceforth: Number Agree and Gender Agree) (see Picallo 1991;

Laka 1993; Ritter 1993; Antón-Méndez, Nicol and Garrett 2002; Béjar 2003; Carstens 2003; Řezáč

2004; Carminati 2005; Marušič et al. 2015; Preminger 2014 for various applications of this pro-

posal and Bošković 2009 and Arsenijević and Mitić 2016 for BCS in particular). I follow Béjar

and Řezáč 2009 in locating both probes for number and gender on the same head. I assume

that the order of application of Agree operations is underspeci�ed (Müller 2009; Georgi 2014;

Assmann et al. 2015).�is essentially yields two orders for a given probe: one where probing for

number is ordered prior to probing for gender and the other where gender probing is ordered be-

fore number probing.18 �us in (30), gender agreement is carried out before number agreement

18I assume that D, adjectival and verbal probes may all carry these features. In BCS, both the participle and

the auxiliary show agreement in number, whereas only the former shows gender agreement. I assume that the
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as the gender probe is discharged �rst, whereas in (31) the order is reversed.

(30) Gender Agree ≻ Number Agree
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

[
∗gen ∶ �∗
∗anim ∶ �∗]

[∗# ∶ �∗]

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

(31) Number Agree ≻ Gender Agree
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

[∗# ∶ �∗]

[
∗gen ∶ �∗
∗anim ∶ �∗]

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

An additional assumption Imake is that a�er anAgree operation has been carried out, all syntac-

tic objects c-commanded by the element bearing the goal feature become inaccessible for further

Agree operations. Speci�cally, I propose the following condition on Agree:

(32) Condition on Agree Domains (CAD)
A�er an Agree operation X, triggered by a probe P from a syntactic head H, has targeted

a goal G, any subsequent Agree operation Y, triggered by a probe Q on H cannot target

any constituents c-commanded by G.

Consider an illustration, presented in (33). Let Number Agree be X and Gender Agree be Y. If

X precedes Y, and X targets the Num head in order to receive values for its unvalued features,

the following operation Y will not be able to reach any constituents c-commanded by Num.�e

head targeted by the �rst Agreewill therefore delimit the domainwithinwhich the next operation

must apply.

(33)
...

...

GenP

NumP

nP

√
...n

[
M

anim
]

Num[pl]

Gen[F]

...

probe
⎡
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎣

[∗# ∶ �∗]

[
∗gen ∶ �∗
∗anim ∶ �∗]

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

¬

 7

As seen in (33), the CAD produces an opacity e�ect – if Num acts as a goal, all the phrases

c-commanded by Num will be rendered inaccessible for further Agree operations. �is has the

crucial consequence that, if Agree for gender is ordered a�er Agree for number (cf. (31)), Gender

Agree will not be able to target n because Number Agree will have rendered all the phrases c-
commanded by Num opaque for this probe.19

�e CAD can be viewed as an economy condition on Agree. Once the Agree operation with

the highest priority has applied, the next Agree operation triggered by the same head needs to

minimize its search domain. �at is, the �rst Agree is allowed to seek for its most appropriate

participle heads a Part projection (Migdalski 2003, 2008; Bošković 2009) and carries probes for number and gender.

�e auxiliary, which I assume to be in T, only bears a probe for number and person features.
19�e “probe” in (33) is intended to be neutral for the purpose of general illustration of the agreement patterns

and is therefore not de�ned by a particular label. As we will see in Section 5, the probe can be anything ranging from

adjective, determiner, another nominal modi�er, to verbal participle, which makes the analysis of Agree universally

applicable.
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possible goal as far in its c-command domain as possible, while the following Agree must be as

economical as it can and converge with whatever it manages to �nd. �e CAD can be seen as

a locality constraint parallel to constraints on movement such as Shortest Move (Richards 2001)
or Approach the Probe Principle (Branigan 2012, 2013), which apply in case a head triggers more
than oneMove operation. A�er the �rst Move operation has been carried out, thereby creating a

speci�er as a landing site for the moved element, the element that is a�ected by the secondMove

needs to land as close as possible to the movement-triggering head, i.e. to “tuck in”. I assume that

Agree principles mirror Move locality principles.

Note that we are not dealing here with deactivation of the goal phrase, e.g. in the sense of Kalin

and van Urk 2015, who assume that subjects are deactivated a�er all their ϕ-features have been
targeted for agreement, or in the sense of Chomsky (2001)’s Activity Condition (where deacti-

vation is a consequence of case assignment). Instead we have a restriction on the domains of

the operation Agree itself, which is independent of the properties, or activity, of ϕ-features on
a noun. Consequently, nothing prevents a feature targeted by an Agree from one head to be

targeted again by another Agree from a di�erent head, provided that the CAD is obeyed.

�e �nal assumption on the nature of Agree concerns the cases in which the probe cannot �nd

a goal at all. In the system above, the gender probe is always granted a second chance in case it

does not manage to �nd appropriate features. Yet, since the NumP is assumed to be projected

only if it hosts plural number features, and the [∗#:�∗] probe always needs to be discharged by
an Agree operation, it may well happen that it does not �nd appropriate features and Agree does

not result in valuation. Here, I follow Preminger 2014 in claiming that Agree is obligatory in the

sense that it needs to be carried out once it is triggered, but it can apply vacuously if it does not

�nd an appropriate goal, i.e. it can fail. In the case at hand, if the [∗#:�∗] probe does not �nd
a phrase that contains number features, since it cannot be further reduced and trigger second-

cycle Agree, the number value for the probe will be supplied as singular by inserting a default

marker in the morphology.20

4.3 Deriving Agreement with Class II Nouns
With the theoretical assumptions in place, we can now return to the main puzzle of this paper,

the split hybrid nouns in BCS. While in the singular they always trigger agreement according to

their natural gender (masculine) (34a), in the plural their agreement can vary between natural

(masculine) gender and grammatical (feminine) gender (34b).

(34) a. Vladik-a
bishop-msg

je

is

juče

yesterday

stiga-o/*stigl-a.
arrive.prt-msg/arrive.prt-fsg

‘�e bishop arrived yesterday.’

b. Vladik-e
bishop-mpl

su

are

juče

yesterday

stigl-e/stigl-i.
arrive.prt-fpl/arrive.prt-mpl

‘Bishops arrived yesterday.’

20Similarly, Gender Agree can eventually fail, but only if there is no gender feature at all to be targeted and the

probe still needs the value. Such a situation arises in impersonal constructions.

(i) Zahladilo

become.cold.prt.nsg

je.

is.

/

/

Svanulo

dawn.prt.nsg

je.

is

‘It became cold. It dawned.’

I assume neuter gender to be the value provided by themorphology to signal the absence of gender on the agreement

target, due to the failure to �nd gender features on the goal (Arsenijević 2016). In the cases at hand, such a situation

usually does not arise as all the nouns under discussion have gender features that can potentially be targeted.
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In the sections to follow, I will show in detail how the assumptions outlined above conspire to

derive these patterns, as well as how all the other patterns of agreement of Class II nouns fall out

naturally from the account. �e derivations will use an abstract probe, which, as we will see in

Section 5, can stand for any probe in the language that agrees in gender and number. Recall that

the patterns we want to derive are the following:

Example nat. gen gramm. gen
Agreement

sg pl

2.1 vladika ‘bishop’ masc fem masc masc / fem
2.2majka ‘mother’ fem fem fem fem / fem
2.3 budala ‘fool’ masc or fem fem masc / fem masc/fem or fem
2.4 stolica ‘chair’ none fem fem fem

Table 3: Summary of gender agreement patterns with Class II nouns

4.3.1 Split-hybrid nouns: Nouns with natural masculine gender

In order to successfully derive the central puzzle of this paper (34), the theory of agreement must

be able to explain why alternations between natural and grammatical gender with split hybrid

nouns can occur only in the plural. Starting with the more interesting plural agreement, in this
section I show that the order in whichAgree operations apply has a direct impact on the resulting

gender value on the verb. If Gender Agree precedes Number Agree, this will yield natural gender

agreement, while the reverse order of operations will result inNumberAgree bleeding agreement

with natural gender, forcing instead the grammatical gender valuation.

Recall that natural gender on split hybrid nouns is speci�ed as [M[anim]] on their nP, re�ecting
the fact that these nouns denote male entities, while GenP is speci�ed with the [F] grammati-

cal gender. �e order in which Gender Agree precedes Number Agree can be formalized such

that [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] probe is discharged before the [∗#:�∗] probe. Since the nP contains
both gender and animacy features, valuation of the probe with natural gender will be successful.

Number Agree is carried out a�erwards, supplying the [#:pl] feature on the probe (this operation

will be successful as it applies to a domain dominating nP).�e whole process results in natural
masculine plural agreement.
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(35) Natural gender agreement: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
...

...

GenP

NumP

nP

√

bishop
n

[
M

anim
]

Num[pl]

Gen[F]

...

probe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[ M
anim

]
[pl]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

¬



Consider now how the reverse order of application of the two operations yields grammatical

feminine agreement. Ordering number probe before gender probe leads to targeting Num �rst.

Respecting the Condition on Agree Domains (32), gender probe can only target phrases higher
than Num in the structure. As (36) shows, a�er discharging the [∗#:�∗] probe, any subsequent
Agree operation cannot target anything below NumP.�is is why Gender Agree cannot target

the lower nP and consequently cannot reach the natural gender feature value. Gender Agree
therefore fails to �nd a goal, which initiates the second cycle of Agree. In this cycle, the gender

probe is reduced in such a way to look only for a [∗gen:�∗] feature. A feature of this type is
accessible on GenP, which provides the probe with the grammatical feminine value.

(36) Grammatical gender agreement: [∗#:�∗] ≻ [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗]
...

...

GenP

NumP

nP

√

bishop
n

[
M

anim
]

Num[pl]

Gen[F]

...

probe

[[pl][F]]

¬

 8

®

�is mechanism of gender agreement illustrates the Relativized Minimality (Rizzi 1990) e�ects

in relativized probing for gender (already noted by Béjar 2003 and Preminger 2014 for person

and number): even though grammatical gender is the closer potential goal for the gender probe,

it is skipped since it does not carry the right kind of feature. �ere is another feature lower in

the structure which is a better match. As a result, the grammatical gender feature does not act
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as a defective intervener. Moreover, we are not forced to say that NumP blocks natural gender

agreement by carrying a “wrong kind of feature”. �erefore, the mechanism above shows that

instead of being caused by defective features, intervention e�ects can be derived from indepen-

dent theoretical assumptions, as a result of a conspiracy of relativized probing, separate probing

for number and gender and the Condition on Agree Domains.

As for the singular number, recall that here NumP is assumed not to be projected. If Gender
Agree precedes Number Agree, gender probe will be discharged �rst and it will be valued by the

natural gender feature of the nP.�e subsequent number probe will not �nd a goal as there is no
number feature on the DP. Number Agree thus fails and singular is provided post-syntactically

by default.

(37) Singular agreement: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
...

...

GenP

nP

√

bishop
n

[
M

anim
]

Gen[F]

...

probe
⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[ M
anim

]
[∅]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦

¬


�e result of this process is that the gender probe will always be valued by natural gender, as

there is no NumP to act as an intervener. �is is the desired result since such nouns invariably

trigger natural masculine agreement in the singular.�e same result is obtained by the opposite

order of operations. Since NumP is not projected in the singular, the [∗#:�∗] probe, will not
�nd a corresponding valued feature.�is Agree operation fails and the unvalued number feature

is realized as singular by default. None of the phrases is a�ected by Number Agree, so the sub-

sequent gender probe can reach nP and the natural masculine gender on it.�e derivation will
thus have the same result as the one in (37), with the only di�erence being the order of probing.

�is ensures that the gender probe will always be valued by natural gender in the singular, where

NumP cannot intervene with gender agreement with the nP.
To sum up, the optionality in gender agreement with this group of nouns provides evidence that

Number Agree and Gender Agree interact in syntax and their di�erent orderings yield di�erent

results. When Gender Agree is ordered �rst, natural gender will result because there is nothing

to prevent the probe from targeting the nP. If the order is reversed, Number Agree will bleed
(natural) Gender Agree by targeting the NumP �rst, leaving grammatical gender agreement as

the only option. Moreover, in the singular, natural gender agreement is in fact the only option –

without the NumP, there is nothing to bleed natural gender agreement.21

21A prediction of the analysis pointed out by an anonymous reviewer is that there should be no masculine Class

II nouns that show invariable masculine or feminine agreement in both singular and plural, as we always expect

variation in the plural. �e only way to get masculine agreement consistently in both contexts is to say that for

some speakers only the order Gender Agree ≻ Number Agree is possible, but then we cannot capture the fact that
these nouns are hybrids (which for such speakers they might even not be). Conversely, for the speakers who do not

allow masculine agreement in the plural, it would have to be said that they only allow the order Number Agree ≻
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4.3.2 Nouns with natural feminine gender

Recall that nouns with natural feminine gender such as majka ‘mother’ or devojka ‘girl’ always
consistently trigger feminine agreement (cf. Section 2.2). I have proposed that such nouns have

the features [F[anim]] on their nP, and [F] on the GenP.

(38) [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP nm[F[anim]]

√

mother ]]]

As with the previous group, the result of Gender Agree applying before Number Agree will be the

natural gender valuation of the probe. Since the nP contains both gender and animacy features,
valuation of the gender probe with natural gender will be successful. �e Number Agree will

also be successful as it applies to a domain dominating nP, which is still accessible for probing,
parallel to the situation in the previous section, derived in (35).

�e reverse order of Agree operations leads to grammatical gender agreement, but the surface

result is the same with these nouns, as both gender features are feminine.�e process is the same

as in (36) above: Number Agree provides the value for the unvalued number feature.�is forces

the next Agree operation to apply to a higher domain, where it does not �nd natural gender

features. As a result, another cycle of Gender Agree is triggered, where the reduced [∗gen:�∗]
feature is valued by Gen as feminine.

With singular nouns, given that NumP is not projected, Number Agree will not �nd an appro-

priate goal, which results in its vacuous application, just like in (37) above. �e singular feature

will be provided by default, while the result of gender agreement will always be natural feminine

gender provided by the nP.
With these two agreement strategies for nouns with natural feminine gender, the same result

is achieved on the surface, i.e. valuing the gender probe either as [F[anim]] or [F] will require

insertion of a feminine exponent. Consequently, both strategies result in feminine agreement,

one re�ecting feminine natural gender and the other feminine grammatical gender in the plural.

In contrast, the feminine agreement triggered in the singular re�ects natural gender alone.

4.3.3 Nouns with grammatical feminine gender

Recall that nouns with grammatical feminine gender, such as stolica ‘chair’ are assumed to have
no gender features on nP and only the [F] value on GenP (cf. Section 2.4, example (17)). GenP
is therefore the only possible target for Gender Agree, which correctly derives the lack of alter-

nations in agreement with these nouns. �e interesting case is the order where Gender Agree

precedes Number Agree. Since the natural gender probe is complex, and the mechanism of rel-

ativized probing demands for it to �nd a goal with corresponding feature speci�cation, in the

case of grammatically feminine nouns, the probe will not �nd such a goal anywhere on the DP,

which leads to a failure of valuation on the �rst cycle of Gender Agree (cf. ¬ in (39)).�e failure

of agreement in natural gender triggers the new cycle of Gender Agree in which the probe looks

only for [∗gen:�∗] feature. Yet, since Number Agree is the next operation in line, I assume it ap-
plies right a�er Agree for natural gender ( in (39)).�e second cycle of Gender Agree follows,

Gender Agree. While this might be said for BCS, the reviewer draws attention to a counterexample from Slovenian:

while nouns like starešina ‘senior’ behave like hybrid nouns described here, nouns like vojvoda ‘duke’ consistently
trigger masculine agreement with both numbers. Since starešina-type nouns show that both orders are possible in
Slovenian, it would be incorrect to say that for the vojvoda-type only one order is available, as the order of Agree is
independent from the goal theywould potentially target.�e di�erence between these twonounswould have to be in

their structure. I would tentatively assume that the vojvoda-type nouns in Slovenian aremissing the feminine feature
in their structure. However, whether this is the right approach to this counterexample is an important question I

leave for further research.
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copying the [F] feature from Gen.

(39) Grammatical feminine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
[ probe [GenP Gen[F] [NumP Num[pl] [nP n∅

√

chair ]]]]


¬8

®

Note that above we might have another case of indeterminacy of rule application. An additional

assumption I put forward is that Number Agree must be carried out before the second cycle of

Gender Agree. �is could be made to fall out of one of two intuitive distinctions between the

two types of Agree operations. It follows simply from cyclicity: essentially all instances of �rst

cycle Agree must precede instances of second cycle Agree. Alternatively, we might argue that

Number Agree, being an obligatory operation, is privileged to occur before the second cycle of

Gender Agree, which is a repair strategy. In any case, a�er a successful valuation of the probe’s

number features, the gender probe is ready to carry out the second cycle of gender agreement,

which results in grammatical gender speci�cation of the given probe.

With the reverse order of operations, the derivation involves the same steps as (36) above. A�er

the number probe has been valued successfully, thenP cannot be targeted anymore, inwhich case
natural gender agreement fails.�e second cycle of Gender Agree is initiated, where [∗gen:�∗]
is valued by the gender feature on GenP.

4.3.4 Gender variable nouns

Recall that gender variable nouns (cf. Section 2.3) can bear either masculine or feminine natural

gender, as well as only grammatical gender, without any change in form, and the way to disam-

biguate between the three kinds of gender is to look at the context and agreement they trigger. It

was proposed at the end of Section 4.1.1 that roots that derive these nouns are optionally licensed

under three di�erent nominalizers. If a root merges with nm, the noun it creates is assigned

natural masculine gender, n f assigns natural feminine gender to the noun, whereas n∅ yields a
grammatically feminine noun, as it does not have any natural gender speci�ed on nP:

(40) a. [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP nm[M[anim]]

√

fool ]]] ⇒ natural masculine

b. [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP nm[F[anim]]

√

fool ]]] ⇒ natural feminine

c. [DP D [GenP Gen[F] [nP n∅
√

fool ]]] ⇒ grammatical feminine

As a result, depending on the nominalizer the root merges with, the newly-created noun will be

subject to corresponding consequences concerning its agreement patterns. If a noun is assigned

natural masculine gender under nm, the agreement it triggers follows the patterns from Section

4.3.1. If Gender Agree precedes Number Agree, the probe’s gender feature will be valued by nat-

ural masculine gender. �e reverse order of operations will result in Number Agree bleeding

Gender Agree and in valuation of the probe’s gender feature by grammatical feminine gender.

Similarly, if a noun is assigned natural feminine gender under n f , the agreement patterns will re-

�ect those presented in Section 4.3.2.22 Finally, if assigned grammatical feminine, the only target

for gender features on the noun is GenP, which means that it can only ever trigger grammati-

cal feminine agreement (like the nouns in 4.3.3).�is accounts for examples like (9), where the

gender of the referent is irrelevant.

22Asmentioned in footnote 4, in order to account for mixed groups, certain extensions of the account would have

to be developed to explain how gender features of mixed groups are resolved. I leave this issue to further research.
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5 Deriving Corbett’s Agreement Hierarchy E�ects
�is section applies the account to DP-internal and participial agreement, showing that the pro-

posed mechanism can derive some of the e�ects of theAgreement Hierarchy. As repeated in (41),
there is a restriction on mismatches between agreement on nominal modi�ers and verbs. If the

nominalmodi�er agrees in grammatical gender, the verb can show either natural or grammatical

agreement, as in (41a). If the modi�er shows natural gender agreement, the verbmust agree with

the same gender, it cannot show grammatical agreement (41b).

(41) a. On-e
those-fpl

vladik-e
bishop-pl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-e/posetil-i.
visit.prt-fpl/visit.prt-mpl

‘�ose bishops visited me yesterday.’

b. ?On-i
those-mpl

vladik-e
bishop-pl

su

are

me

me

juče

yesterday

posetil-i/*posetil-e.
visit.prt-mpl/visit.prt-fpl

‘�ose bishops visited me yesterday.’

�e ungrammaticality of (41) is in accordance with the Agreement Hierarchy (Corbett 1979).

(42) �e Agreement Hierarchy:

attributive ≻ predicate ≻ relative pronoun ≻ personal pronoun

‘�e possibility of syntactic agreement decreases monotonically from le� to right. �e

further le� the element on the hierarchy, the more likely syntactic agreement is to occur,

the further right, the more likely semantic agreement.’ (Corbett 1979:204)

�e monotonic decrease from Corbett’s de�nition above means, for instance, that if the attribu-

tive element shows grammatical (syntactic) gender agreement, all the elements to the right on the

hierarchy can still show either grammatical or semantic agreement. But if the attributive shows

semantic gender, all the elements to the right must show semantic agreement, too. I focus on

deriving this monotonicity, i.e. the obligatoriness of natural gender agreement on the verb once

it is established on the nominal modi�er, cf. (41b).23

Following Baker 2008; Danon 2011; Pesetsky 2013; Landau 2016; Smith 2017, among others, let us

assume that every nominal modi�er (adjective, possessive, demonstrative etc.) is a probe.24 Let

us assume further that all of them probe separately for gender and number and that the Agree

operations they trigger can apply in di�erent orders. Finally, I assume that a�er a modi�er has

carried out Agree, the values it receives become available for higher probes. For reasons of ex-

position and clarity, in this section agreement possibilities will be illustrated on demonstratives,

23Why grammatical gender agreement is preferred on nominal modi�ers and why the verb is more likely to show

natural gender agreement is something that need not depend on factors related to the workings of narrow syntax.

�is account focuses on deriving the possible options of agreement available to a speaker at the given time, but why

exactly nominal modi�ers seem to be more restricted in their preference for agreement in formal features is an issue

to be tackled in further research. See also Wechsler and Zlatić 2003; Arsenijević and Gračanin-Yuksek 2016; Despić

2017 and Puškar 2017 for further detail and possible explanations.
24In BCS most of the modi�ers (adjectives, possessives, demonstratives and pronominal modi�ers) show similar

syntactic behaviour and share the same in�ectional morphology (cf. Progovac 1998:173). I assume that for the pur-

poses of agreement they are essentially the same elements (but see Progovac 1998; Bošković 2013, 2016; Despić 2011,

2013 for more detail). I follow Svenonius 1994; Bošković 2013; Norris 2014 in treating adjectives as adjuncts (pace

Abney 1987; Bernstein 1993; Cinque 1994).�e precise place of adjunction is not relevant for the present purposes.

Nevertheless, since nominal modi�ers can show agreement with both natural and grammatical gender of the noun,

this means that the projections hosting those features have to be available as goals to the adjectival probe, i.e. below

it in the structure. In our system, this means that the adjectives must adjoin above the grammatical-gender-bearing

head Gen.
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as D elements, which can later be targeted by Part(icipial) probes.25

Starting from the restricted aspect of the Agreement Hierarchy, let us �rst derive (41b), where

natural gender is present at the DP, and the verb can agree only with this gender, the grammatical

one being unavailable. Recall that natural gender agreement was always the result of the gender

probe being released �rst. At the DP level then, Gender Agree will apply before Number Agree,

resulting in valuing D’s features as masculine:

(43) Natural masculine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
[DP D [GenP Gen[F] [NumP Num[pl] [nP nm[M[anim]]

√

bishop ]]]]

¬


A�er this process, D carries the features [M[anim],pl]. �e same order of operations applies

on the participle. Since DP now contains natural masculine gender, this is the feature that will

be targeted by the gender probe. �e participle also has to look no further to �nd a number

value, since this value is also present on D (44).�e goal for Number Agree is not lower than the

goal targeted by the previous Agree operation by the same head, hence this derivation obeys the

Condition on Agree Domains.

(44) Natural masculine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
[PartP Part [vP [DP D[M[anim][pl]] ] [v’ v [VP ... ] ]]]

¬


Even if the order of Agree operations were reversed at the PartP level, it would still yield the same

result, as the natural masculine gender is the closer goal for Gender Agree and the access to it is

not blocked by the number marking on the noun.26

A�er showing how natural gender is obligatory on the verb once it is established on DP, we are

le� with accounting for optionality of agreement in case D agrees with the grammatical gender

of the noun. Grammatical gender agreement, as before, results from the order Number Agree

≻ Gender Agree. Due to the opacity e�ects caused by NumP, D’s gender feature is valued by

grammatical gender [F].

25See however Bošković 2013, 2016 and Despić 2011, 2013, who have argued that possessives and demonstratives

are not D-elements in BCS, but rather elements of the same category as adjectives.�is view is based on the claim

that DP is not projected in this language, hence there is no dedicated phrase to host these categories.
26 A reviewer wonders about the interaction of person agreement with Gender and Number Agree. If, following

previous accounts (e.g. Béjar 2003; Harbour 2008; Preminger 2014), we assume that Person Agree has primacy with

respect to the other two operations, we would expect it to interact with them by delimiting the domains for Gender

Agree and Number Agree.�is should not be a problem for PartP agreement in BCS since the participle only shows

gender and number agreement and no morphological re�ection of person agreement, and therefore person probe

can be assumed to be absent here. �e auxiliary, on the other hand, shows person and number features, but not

gender. We could assume that the auxiliary (or T) carries person and number probe. Whether their ordering is

strict or variable should make no di�erence for the �nal outcome of agreement since both features will be present

at DP (assuming also that person is a feature “born” in D).
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(45) Grammatical feminine gender: [∗#:�∗] ≻ [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗]
[DP D [GenP Gen[F] [NumP Num[pl] [nP nm[M[anim]]

√

bishop ]]]]

¬
8

®

As a result, the features [F,pl] are present on DP at the point when Part probes. Under the same

order of operations, Number Agree will �nd the number value on D and thereby delimit the

search space for Gender Agree, by which this operation will target the grammatical feminine

gender present atDP.However, if the order of operations is changed on the participle, andGender

Agree precedes Number Agree on this head, this will result in natural gender agreement on Part.

�e gender probe will reach the nP in its search for natural gender, since there is nothing to
intervene (both the gender on GenP and the gender on DP are less speci�ed).�e number probe

will collect the closer number value fromD and the derivation will result in a toleratedmismatch

between adjectival and verbal agreement.

(46) Natural masculine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]

PartP

vP

v′

. . .

VP
v

DP

GenP

Num

nP

√

bishop
nm[M[anim]]

Num[pl]

Gen[F]

D[[F], [pl]]

Part⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣
[ M

anim
]

[pl]

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦



¬

We can thus see the e�ects of Relativized Minimality and the absence of defective intervention

even in the derivation above, as the higher, but less complex, gender does not interrupt agreement

with the lower and the preferred one. �e bene�t of the approach is that it uni�es DP-internal

and DP-external agreement under the same mechanism. Moreover, it derives all the attested

patterns and rules out the impossible one, showing that Agreement Hierarchy does not have to

be postulated as a grammatical primitive, but can instead be derived in a principled way.

6 Extensions of the Analysis: Hybrid Agreement in Russian
�is section includes a proposal on how the current account extends to Russian, another Slavic

language akin to BCS in its gender assignment principles (Corbett 1991:34). A well-known ex-

ample of hybrid agreement in Russian comes from the agreement patterns with nouns like vrač
‘doctor’, direktor ‘director’, kosmonavt ‘astronaut’, muzykoved ‘musicologist’, feldšer ‘medical at-
tendant’, fotograf ‘photographer’, etc. (Crockett 1976:92).�e nouns in question have �xed mas-
culine grammatical gender, but they are underspeci�ed for the natural one, which means that

they can be assigned appropriate natural gender based on the gender of the discourse referent

(e.g. feminine as in (47)). Agreement Hierarchy e�ects can observed with these nouns as well.
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If the adjective shows grammatical masculine agreement, the verb can show either masculine or

natural feminine gender (47a). If the adjective shows natural feminine agreement, the verb must

show feminine gender too (47b).

(47) a. Novyj

new.msg

vrač

doctor

prišël/prišla.

arrived.msg/arrived.fsg

‘�e new (female) doctor arrived.’

b. Novaja

new.fsg

vrač

doctor

prišla/*prišël.

arrived.fsg/arrived.msg

‘�e new (female) doctor arrived.’ (Russian, Pesetsky 2013:36)

Similarly to BCS nouns, a noun of the vrač-type referring to a female can be assumed to have a
feminine natural gender feature on nP and grammatical masculine introduced at GenP. Recall
that singular was argued to be the absence of number in BCS and the NumP was postulated only

in the plural. Grammatical gender agreement with plural nouns was a direct consequence of this

di�erence, namely, targeting NumP before nP for Agree meant that the Num head intervened
for Agree with natural gender only in the plural.

Since the the vrač-type nouns in Russian are true hybrids, alternating both in the singular and
in the plural, a straightforward way to capture their patterns would be to claim that singular

is not just the absence of number in Russian but is in fact a real feature projected on NumP.

�us, having NumP projected in both the singular and plural allows it to intervene for Agree,

yielding grammatical gender agreement as an option in both numbers. �e empirical evidence

towards di�erent behavior of singular in Russian comes, for instance, from number agreement

with conjoined nouns, where Russian allows for singular agreement with two conjoined singular

NPs, while BCS does not (Bošković 2010). Moreover, gender feature distinctions are neutral-

ized in the plural on verbs and nominal modi�ers in Russian, suggesting a di�erent degree in

markedness between the two number features in the two languages. Additional justi�cation for

this distinction would have to come from morphological evidence such as contextual allomor-

phy, syncretism etc., which would show sensitivity to the presence or absence of [sg] feature

on nouns in Russian and BCS. Since the fusional morphology of the two languages makes such

phenomena di�cult to identify, I leave this issue for further research.

�e agreement patterns from (47a) can be derived under the orderwhereNumberAgree precedes

Gender Agree, as in (48). A�er discharging the [∗#:�∗] probe, any subsequent Agree operation
from themodi�er cannot apply to a phrase c-commanded byNum, whichwas the goal of the �rst

Agree. Gender Agree cannot target the lower nP and therefore cannot reach the natural gender
feature. Gender Agree thus fails, which initiates the second cycle of Agree.�e gender probe is

now reduced and looks only for [∗gen:�∗] feature. A feature of this type is accessible on GenP,
which provides D or the Adj(ective) with the grammatical masculine value.

(48) Grammatical masculine gender: [∗#:�∗] ≻ [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗]
[DP D/Adj [GenP Gen[M] [NumP Num[sg] [nP nm[F[anim]]

√

doctor ]]]]

¬


®

�e participle will therea�er encounter a modi�er or D which has the grammatical masculine

feature, in addition to the grammatical gender on Gen and a natural feminine gender on n. If
the order of operations is the same, Number Agree will bleed the agreement with natural gen-

der and the result will be the valuation of Part’s features with grammatical masculine gender. If

however, the order of operations is reversed on Part, Gender Agree would be able to target the

natural gender on n and number on Num, which would result in natural feminine agreement
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and correctly derive the optionality of verbal agreement, in the same manner as in (46).

To derive the pattern in (47b), consider the order where Gender Agree precedes Number Agree,

as in (49). Since thenP contains both gender and animacy features, valuation of the �rst-discharged
gender probe on D or Adj with natural gender will be successful.�e subsequent Number Agree

will also be successful as it applies to a domain dominating nP.

(49) Natural feminine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
[DP D/Adj [GenP Gen[M] [NumP Num[sg] [nP nm[F[anim]]

√

doctor ]]]]

¬


As a result, the modi�er’s gender feature is valued by natural feminine gender and singular num-

ber. Feminine agreement will then be the only option for the verbal probes as natural gender

feature [F[anim]] on the modi�er can value the participle’s [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] probe under any
order of operations as the closestmatching goal.�e derivations sketched here thus show that the

proposal on number and gender agreement interaction outlined in this paper can be extended

to cover a wider range of data, accounting for hybrid agreement patterns in other languages with

a mixed gender assignment system.

Agreement with the vrač-type nouns in Russian has been formally analyzed in accounts of Steri-
opolo andWiltschko (2010); Matushansky (2013); Pesetsky (2013); Landau (2016), among others.

What all these accounts share is the proposal that natural gender with hybrid nouns is intro-

duced at a functional projection higher than grammatical gender and that the higher gender can

override the lower one. �e higher gender is either on DP for Steriopolo and Wiltschko (2010)

or on a “feminizing head” introduced by Pesetsky (2013), or bundled with number on Num in

Landau 2016.�e latter two propose that agreement on the adjective depends on the height of its

Merge-site relative to the gender-bearing heads. If the adjective is merged above the grammatical

gender, but below natural, it will only be able to “see” the lower gender and agree with it (50a).

Natural gender agreement on the adjective results if a) the head with natural gender is present

and b) if the adjective is merged above the natural-gender bearing head (the feminizing head for

Pesetsky and the NumP for Landau) (50b).

(50) a. [DP D ... [(Nat)GenP (Nat)Gen ... [ Adj[gramm.gen] ... [NP N[gramm.gen] ]]]]

b. [DP D ... [ Adj[nat.gen] ... [(Nat)GenP (Nat)Gen [NP N[gramm.gen] ]]]]

Natural gender can thus be merged optionally. If it is present, the verb only sees the natural

gender, as the higher and closer one. �ere can therefore be no such situation in which the

adjective agrees with the higher natural gender as in (50b), but the verb agrees with the lower

grammatical gender, which correctly derives the restrictions of Agreement Hierarchy, cf. (47b).

However, an account along these lines would run into problems when faced with BCS split-

hybrid nouns. �e obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular implies that the

phrase carrying the natural gender should be present at all times. Furthermore, if this phrase is

always present and it is located above the grammatical gender, we would have no way of deriving

optionality in the plural, as the access to grammatical gender would always be blocked, since it

would be overwritten by the higher natural gender, which would always be the closest potential

goal. It can thus be seen that a derivational account has the bene�t of accounting for a wider set

of data, capturing the data from both Russian and BCS, circumventing thereby the limitations of

the con�gurational accounts proposed in the previous literature.27

27Recent accounts by Smith (2015, 2017) andWurmbrand (2017) derive mixed agreement e�ects not by means of

the position, but rather by the quality the features have. One of the main assumptions that these accounts draw on is

that ϕ-features can be interpretable (iF) – what I have been calling ‘natural’ features, and uninterpretable (uF), what I
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6.1 Other (Hybrid) Nouns in BCS
Hybrid agreement appears with other types of nouns in BCS, as noted by two anonymous re-

viewers. Apart from the Class II masculine nouns discussed above, other hybrid nouns in BCS

include either collective nouns or nouns with irregular plural, most of which have been discussed

byWechsler and Zlatić (2003); Arsenijević (2016); Despić (2017).�e nouns braća ‘brothers.coll’
and deca ‘children.coll’ are plural forms of nouns brat ‘brother.m’ and dete ‘child.n’. While in the
singular they look and behave like a masculine and a neuter noun and trigger masculine and

neuter agreement respectively, their plural forms resemble those of feminine singular Class II

nouns and decline as such. Since the noun deca ‘children.coll’ is rather idiosyncratic (see Wech-
sler and Zlatić 2003 for an extensive discussion of all the relevant di�erences), I illustrate the

pattern with the noun braća ‘brothers.coll’. While the participle can show either feminine singu-
lar or masculine plural agreement, the auxiliary is consistently plural.

(51) Braća

brothers.coll

su/*je

are/*is

se

re�

igrala/?igrali.

play.prt.fsg/play.prt.mpl

‘Brothers played together.’

I follow Arsenijević 2016 in treating this noun as a collective noun in the plural. We can formally

model this distinction by assuming that in the singular, NumP is absent and the gender the noun

has is natural masculine on n, which makes masculine agreement the only option. In the plu-
ral, we could assume that instead of the feature [#:pl], the NumP carries the feature [#:coll] (or

an alternative thereof that would di�erentiate this noun from regular plurals and mass nouns).

As the noun brat has grammatical masculine gender and a null ending, I assume its Gen must
bear [M] grammatical gender, like other nouns with these properties. We can then assume the

following structure for the braća-type nouns in the plural:

(52) [DP D [GenP GenM [NumP Num[coll] [nP n[M,anim]
√

brat ]]]]

Assuming the variable order of Agree operations, if Gender Agree applies �rst, it will value the

participle’s feature as [M,anim] and its number feature will be valued as [coll] subsequently. Since

in this combination of features we have the masculine and (collective) plural marking, the mas-

culine plural in�ection marker will be inserted on the agreement target, which results in natural

gender agreement on the participle. T will subsequently pick up the number feature from the DP,

realizing it as plural marking on the auxiliary verb. Under the reverse order of operations, Num-

ber Agree will supply the [coll] feature on the Part probe.�is operation will make it impossible

for Gender Agree to reach the natural gender on the nP. I assume that the presence of the col-
lective number and the absence of gender in this case will trigger the insertion of the -a ending
on the participle, signaling that we are dealing with a collective noun (which in this case would

override the realisation of grammatical masculine gender).�is feature on T will be realized as

plural on the auxiliary verb.28

have been calling ‘grammatical’ features. Both types of features can co-exist on a noun in the syntax, but at Spell-Out,

interpretable features will be sent to the LF branch for interpretation, while the uninterpretable ones will be sent to

the PF branch, in order to participate in the morphophonological shaping of the word. Such assumptions, however,

prove unsuccessful at deriving agreement patterns with BCS split hybrid nouns. As mentioned before for Bošković

2009, what we would need in such an account is either an assumption that the availability of interpretable features

for agreement depends on number, or that the presence of interpretable or uniterpretable features is conditioned

by the number speci�cation of the noun. It is not straightforward how this dependency could be captured without

additional stipulations. See Puškar 2017 for further discussion.
28Alternatively, we can assume that these nouns are exceptionally assigned feminine gender in the plural, which

would mean that their GenP is speci�ed with [F].�is would yield feminine agreement on the agreement targets
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Another type of collective nouns gospoda ‘gentry’ and vlastela ‘aristocrats’ also decline as nouns
of Class II and have grammatical feminine gender.�e collective nouns can trigger either fem-

inine singular agreement (according to grammatical feminine gender, or according to collective

feature), or masculine plural agreement:

(53) a. Gospoda

gentry.coll

je

is

razgovarala.

talk.prt.fsg

‘�e gentry talked.’

b. Gospoda

gentry.coll

su

are

razgovarali.

talk.prt.mpl

‘�e gentry talked.’

A possible way of analyzing these nouns would be to assume that they potentially have two num-

ber features. A ‘natural’ number could be located at nP together with natural masculine gender
(cf. Acquaviva 2014; Kramer 2015), while the collective number feature is located at NumP, above

which GenP carries the grammatical feminine gender.�eir agreement patterns would then de-

pend on whether the Agree operations target the lower natural gender and number, or the higher

grammatical features.

Finally, having seen how the mechanism of agreement developed above has the potential to ac-

count for various hybrid agreement patterns both in BCS and other languages, it is important

to demonstrate that the same mechanism derives the patterns of regular nouns in the language

without any additional assumptions.�e focus of the paper have been nouns of declension class

II, since this is the class that hosts most of the relevant BCS hybrid nouns. However, as men-

tioned before, this language has two additional declension classes. Class I hosts nouns that are

masculine, both animate and inanimate, and neuter, while Class III mostly comprises inanimate

feminine nouns, with a couple of exceptions.

Nouns with grammatical masculine gender would be treated by the system as having the feature

[M] encoded on their GenP. Inanimate nouns (such as krov ‘roof ’, papir ‘paper’) are derived with
an n that does not contain any gender features, while nouns with natural masculine gender (such
as otac ‘father’ or brat ‘brother’) are a product of merging their roots with the n with natural
masculine gender [M[anim]]. Similarly, neuter nouns, such asmore ‘sea’, should be build up with
a Gen speci�ed as [N] and an empty n, while Class III feminine nouns, like ljubav ‘love’, would
have a grammatical feminine [F] feature onGen, and no features on the nominalizer.�e classes,

together with their representative examples, gender, and its formalisation are outlined in Table

4.�e table also indicates the agreement patterns the representative nouns would trigger under

the order where Gender Agree applies �rst (Gen ≻ Num) and the opposite order of operations

(Num ≻ Gen).

Nouns that have only grammatical gender, regardless of its value, can only trigger agreementwith

this gender, under any order (e.g. krov ‘roof ’ [M], kuća ‘house’ [F] or ljubav ‘love’ [F] above). In
the singular, Number Agree will always fail due to the lack of NumP with a singular value. �e

�rst instance of Gender Agree will also fail, due to the lack of a natural gender feature.�us, the

probe will be reduced to the root node [∗gen:�∗], which will be valued by the [M/F/N] feature
of Gen on the second cycle. In the plural, Number Agree will always converge. If it applies �rst,

Gender Agree will follow and target the GenP, obeying the CAD. If Gender Agree is the �rst in

line, the derivations will re�ect the one in (39), repeated in (54). A�er the �rst cycle of Gender

Agree fails, Number Agree applies, followed by the second cycle of Gender Agree.

under the order Number Agree ≻ Gender Agree, as before.
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Noun Gender Formalization Agreement (pl)

class nat. gram. n Gen Gen ≻ Num Num ≻ Gen

Im (otac ‘father’) masc masc [M[anim]] [M] [M[anim]] [M]

Im (krov ‘roof ’) none masc ∅ [M] [M] [M]

In (more ‘sea’) none neut ∅ [N] [N] [N]

II (majka ‘mother’) fem fem [F[anim]] [F] [F[anim]] [F]

II (kuća ‘house’) none fem ∅ [F] [F] [F]

II (vladika ‘bishop’) masc fem [M[anim]] [F] [M[anim]] [F]

III (ljubav ‘love’) none fem ∅ [F] [F] [F]

Table 4: Summary of nouns of all BCS classes and their agreement patterns

(54) Grammatical masculine gender: [∗gen:�[anim:�]∗] ≻ [∗#:�∗]
[ probe [GenP Gen[M/F/N] [NumP Num[pl] [nP n∅

√

chair ]]]]


¬8

®

�us, grammatical gender agreement is the only convergent option if a noun does not contain

any natural gender. On the other hand, if it does bear natural gender, the pattern will depend

on the order of operations. With Class I animate masculine nouns like otac ‘father’ (as with
feminine animate nouns in Section 4.3.2), natural [M[anim]] gender will always be obtained in

the singular, whereas agreement in the plural will yield either the grammatical [M] or the natural

[M[anim]] gender. Since masculine gender is realized by the same exponent on the probes, in

the surface representation it will be opaque which of the two features was actually copied.

In sum, apart from being able to derive the optionality and its restrictions in agreement with

hybrid nouns in BCS, the system developed in this paper straightforwardly extends to cover

agreement with all types of nouns available in this language.

7 Conclusion
In this paper, I have argued that alternations in agreement patterns with hybrid nouns can be

captured by a combination of the following sets of theoretical assumptions – precise positional

speci�cation of gender and number features within the DP, feature-geometric approach to ϕ-
features, relativized probing and separate probing for di�erent ϕ-features, with variation in the
order of Agree operations and their cyclic application.

�e account developed here successfully captures all the patterns for Class II nouns in BCS, pre-

sented in Section 2, as well as all the other regular nouns in the language. Crucially, the di�erent

orders of Agree operations will only yield di�erent results in cases where the two gender features

di�er, as is the case with hybrid nouns. All other cases then become trivial, as the same result is

expected for whatever order the Agree operations apply in.

An important bene�t of the current proposal is that instead of postulating Agreement Hierar-

chy as a grammatical primitive, it o�ers formal tools for deriving the e�ects of this hierarchy in

narrow syntax. Allowing Agree operations to apply in di�erent orders at the DP will have a di-

rect consequence on predicate agreement. If the advantage is given to Gender Agree on the DP,

both the nominal modi�ers and the predicate will bear natural gender features and conversely, if

Number Agree is given the priority, natural gender will still be available to the predicate.�ese

e�ects present good evidence against the idea of defective intervention in ϕ-feature agreement
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and illustrate the RelativizedMinimality e�ects in relativized probing (cf. Béjar 2003; Preminger

2014).

An additional advantage of the account proposed in this paper is that it o�ers novel possibilities

for modeling parametric variation. �e innovative component of the approach is the proposal

that gender probe in BCS is relativized to search for natural gender features, which successfully

accounts for the obligatoriness of natural gender agreement in the singular. Such an approach

introduces the possibility of parametrizing languages in terms of the complexity of gender fea-

tures and preferences of gender probes. In that sense, we can assume that the gender probe

searches for natural gender in BCS and Russian, but may look for only grammatical gender in

other languages. We have also seen that a di�erence between the DP in BCS and Russian can

be stated in terms of whether a language projects singular as a proper feature on the NumP or

not, which would constitute another locus of parametric variation between di�erent languages.

Finally, decomposing natural and grammatical gender into categorically related features of dif-

ferent complexity in the same way it has been done for person and number in previous accounts

o�ers new analytic possibilities for the closer scrutiny and modeling of the interdependence of

class, gender and animacy features and their geometric structural relations.

Ultimately, this account captures the mixed gender agreement patterns in BCS by means of a

strictly derivational approach to agreement operations, making correct predictions for both sin-

gular and plural, for both hybrid and gender variable nouns, as well as for the nouns without

clashing gender features. As its main contribution, this paper has intended to show that what

may seem like a random alternation of agreement patterns on the surface, and may therefore

seem to require either complex representations or complex Agree mechanisms, can in fact be

handled by a combination of existing approaches to agreement, and derived in narrow syntax.
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